
  

 

Lesson 2 Support Sheet 

 
Introduce numbers 10-20 

 
This lesson will teach you how to say and spell numbers 1-20. Lesson 3 will teach you 

numbers 10-100. 

 
Key Language 
 

diez = ten 

once = eleven 

doce = twelve 

trece = thirteen 

catorce = fourteen 

quince = fifteen 

dieciséis = sixteen 

diecisiete = seventeen 

dieciocho = eighteen 

diecinueve = nineteen 

veinte = twenty 

 



  

 

Slides 1-11 Only digits  Each slide will present the numbers one 

10-20 one at a time. Listen to each audio 

file a couple of times and repeat out loud, 

working slowly and surely through the 

slides. 

 

Slide 12 All numbers on one slide Play the audio file for each number at 

least once and repeat out loud. 

 

Slide 13 Numbers and written  

 word Numbers and the written version of each 

number on this slide. Play the audio file 

for each number at least once and repeat 

out loud. Play careful attention and listen 

carefully as the way the numbers are 

written are not necessarily how they are 

pronounced.   

 

Slides 14-20 Numbers from 10-20  A number will be missing from each slide. 

Can you say in Spanish which number it is? 

Once you have decided which number it is 

and say this number out loud. It will be 

heard and appear on the screen at the 

same time when you click to check your 

answer. The missing numbers are  

  12,  10,  17,  20,  18,  15,  19. 

   

 

Slide 21 Final revision  All numbers on one screen one last time. 

Can you now say these numbers from 

memory? Use the audio files to help you. 

When you are ready try and say the 

numbers 10-20 without looking at the 

screen. 

 
Once you have finished this lesson you may like to complete the worksheets in the  

activities section. Remember to count from 10-20 in Spanish every day to help you  

remember these numbers and you can always revisit the lesson and in particular the last  

slide to support you. Then start counting from 1-20 so you remember the numbers from 

last week too! 


